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1. Introduction. A subgroup M of an in®nite group G is said to be nearly
maximal if it is a maximal element of the set of all subgroups of G having in®nite
index; i.e. if the index jG : Mj is in®nite but every subgroup of G properly containing
M has ®nite index in G. The near Frattini subgroup  �G� of an in®nite group G can
now be de®ned as the intersection of all nearly maximal subgroups of G, with the
stipulation that  �G� � G if G has no nearly maximal subgroups. These concepts
have been introduced by Riles [5]. It was later proved by Lennox and Robinson [4]
that a ®nitely generated soluble-by-®nite group G is in®nite-by-nilpotent if and only
if all its nearly maximal subgroups are normal. It follows that in the class of ®nitely
generated soluble-by-®nite groups the property of being ®nite-by-nilpotent is inher-
ited from the near Frattini factor group G= �G� to the group G itself. In the study of
ordinary Frattini properties of in®nite groups, some analogies exist between the
behaviour of ®nitely generated soluble groups and soluble minimax residually ®nite
groups (see for instance [6] and [7]). This fact could suggest that a result corre-
sponding to that of Lennox and Robinson also holds for soluble residually ®nite
minimax groups. Unfortunately in this case the property of being ®nite-by-nilpotent
cannot be detected from the behaviour of nearly maximal subgroups, this phenom-
enon depending on the fact that in®nite soluble residually ®nite minimax groups
may be poor of such subgroups. On the other hand, Lennox and Robinson observed
also that in any ®nitely generated group G the normality of nearly maximal sub-
groups is equivalent to the property that every subgroup of in®nite index of G is
contained in a normal subgroup of G with in®nite index. This remark holds of
course for all groups in which every subgroup of in®nite index lies in a nearly max-
imal subgroup.

We shall say that a subgroup H of a group G is nearly abnormal in G if the
index jG : Hj is in®nite but the normal closure HG of H has ®nite index in G.
Thus the above quoted theorem of Lennox and Robinson is equivalent to the a�r-
mation that a ®nitely generated soluble group is ®nite-by-nilpotent if and only if it
does not contain nearly abnormal subgroups. The main result of this article will
show that in this form this theorem can also be proved for soluble-by-®nite minimax
groups.

Most of our notation is standard and can for instance be found in [8]. Recall in
particular that a group has ®nite abelian section rank if it does not contain in®nite
abelian sections of prime exponent. Moreover, a group G is said to have torsion-free
rank n (where n is a non-negative integer) if it has a series of ®nite length whose
factors either are periodic or in®nite cyclic and the number of in®nite cyclic factors
in this series is n. Finally, a soluble-by-®nite group G is said to be minimax if it has a
series of ®nite length whose factors either are ®nite or in®nite cyclic or of type p1 for
some prime p. The number of in®nite factors in such a series is an invariant, called
the minimax rank of G.
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2. Statements and proofs. Our ®rst result deals with nearly abnormal subgroups
of groups with ®nite abelian section rank.

Theorem 1. Let G be a ®nite-by-nilpotent group with ®nite abelian section rank.
Then G does not contain nearly abnormal subgroups.

Proof. Assume by contradiction that G has a nearly abnormal subgroup H, and
let E be a ®nite normal subgroup of G such that the factor group G=E is nilpotent.
Clearly HE=E is a nearly abnormal subgroup of G=E, and hence replacing G by G=E
it can be assumed that the group G is nilpotent. Consider all nilpotent counter-
examples with minimal nilpotency class, and among them choose one G with mini-
mal torsion-free rank. As the factor group G=HG is also a minimal counterexample,
we may suppose that H does not contain non-trivial normal subgroups of G, and in
particular H \ Z�G� � 1. The factor group G=Z�G� does not contain nearly abnor-
mal subgroups, and hence HZ�G� has ®nite index in G, so that the subgroup H has
®nitely many conjugates in G. Let T be the largest periodic normal subgroup of G,
and assume ®rst that HT has ®nite index in G. If z is any element of Z�G�, there
exists a positive integer m such that zm � hx, where h belongs to H and x is an ele-
ment with ®nite order n. Then zmn � hn lies in H \ Z�G� � 1, so that zmn � 1 and the
centre Z�G� is periodic. On the other hand, the index jG : HZ�G�j is ®nite, and hence
for any element g of G there exists a positive integer k such that gk 2 H. Since H has
®nitely many conjugates in G and HG � 1, it follows that G is a periodic group. For
every prime number p, let Gp and Hp denote the unique Sylow p-subgroups of G and
H, respectively. As the normal closure HG of H has ®nite index in G, the set � of all
primes p such that Hp is properly contained in Gp is in®nite, and hence the group
G� � hGpjp 2 �i satis®es the minimal condition on subgroups. Thus the commutator
subgroup G0� of G� is ®nite (see [8] Part 1, Theorem 4.12), and so the subgroup H�

has ®nite index in its normal closure in G�. It follows that H has ®nite index in HG,
and this contradiction shows that the index jG : HTj is in®nite. Then the factor
group G=T is also a minimal counterexample, and hence without loss of generality it
can be assumed that G is a torsion-free nilpotent group. Moreover, by the minim-
ality of the torsion-free rank of G, also in this new counterexample the subgroup H
has trivial core, and in particular H \ Z�G� � 1. As the index jG : HZ�G�j is ®nite,
the centre Z�H� of H is contained in the FC-centre of G. Then Z�H� is also contained
in Z�G� (see [8 Part 1, p.131]); that is impossible. This last contradiction completes
the proof of the theorem.

In the above theorem the hypothesis that the group G has ®nite abelian section
rank cannot be omitted, since for each prime number p there exists a nilpotent p-
group of class 2 containing a nearly abnormal subgroup. To see this, let A and B be
isomorphic in®nite abelian groups of expotent p, and let ' be an isomorphism of A
onto B. An automorphism x with order p of the group C � A� B can be de®ned by
putting ax � aa' and bx � b for all a 2 A and b 2 B. Then the semidirect product
G � hxi ---� C is a nilpotent p-group of class 2, and A is a nearly abnormal subgroup
of G.

Note also that, if K is an in®nite group and E is any ®nite non-trivial group,
then K is a subnormal nearly abnormal subgroup of the wreath product K o E.
Choosing K to be polycyclic and E to be soluble, we obtain in particular that there
exist polycyclic groups containing subnormal nearly abnormal subgroups. A similar
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conclusion also holds for metabelian CÏ ernikov p-groups (p prime), choosing K to be
of type p1 and E of order p.

In the proof of our main theorem, the following cohomological result due to
Robinson (see [9, Lemma 10]) will be essential.

Lemma 2. Let G be a group and let A be an abelian normal subgroup of G with
®nite total rank such that the cohomology class of the extension A >! G!! G=A has
®nite order m. Then there exists a subgroup X of G such that the index jG : XAj and
the subgroup X \ A are ®nite. More precisely, jG : XAj � jA : Amj and jX \ Aj �
jA�m�j, so that in particular, XA � G if A is divisible and X \ A � 1 if A is torsion-
free.

Lemma 3. Let G be a group without nearly abnormal subgroups, and let X be a
subgroup of ®nite index of G. Then also X does not contain nearly abnormal subgroups.

Proof. Let H be any subgroup of in®nite index of X. Since H is not nearly
abnormal in G, also the index jG : HGj must be in®nite. Then HG \ X has in®nite
index in X, so that jX : HXj is in®nite, and H is not nearly abnormal in X.

We will also need the following easy result, a proof of which can be found in [1].

Lemma 4. Let G be a group with ®nite abelian section rank, and let N be a nilpo-
tent normal subgroup of G. If the factor group G=N0 is ®nite-by-nilpotent, then also G
is ®nite-by-nilpotent.

Theorem 5. Let G be a soluble-by-®nite minimax group. Then G is ®nite-by-nil-
potent if and only if it does not contain nearly abnormal subgroups.

Proof. It follows from Theorem 1 that any ®nite-by-nilpotent minimax group
cannot contain nearly abnormal subgroups. Conversely, assume that the statement
is false, and let G be a counterexample with minimal minimax rank m. Suppose ®rst
that the ®nite residual J of G is not trivial, and let L be an in®nite minimal G-
invariant subgroup of J. Then the factor group G=L is ®nite-by-nilpotent and
�L;G� � L since L is a divisible abelian group. This means that H0�G=L;L� � 0, so
that the second cohomology group H2�G=L;L� has ®nite exponent (see [3], Theorem
H), and by Lemma 2 there exists a subgroup Y of G such that G � LY and L \ Y is
®nite. Clearly L \ Y is a normal subgroup of G, and the factor group G=L \ Y is
also a counterexample with minimax rank m, so that without loss of generality it can
be assumed that L \ Y � 1. Then J � �J \ Y� � L and G=J \ Y is not ®nite-by-nil-
potent. Since J \ Y ' J=L is divisible, it follows that J \ Y � 1 and J � L has no
in®nite proper G-invariant subgroups. The subgroup Y has in®nite index in G, so
that also the index jG : YGj is in®nite and J is not contained in YG. Thus the divisible
normal subgroup �J;Y� of G is properly contained in J, so that �J;Y� � 1 and J is a
subgroup of Z�G�. This contradiction shows that J � 1, so that the group G is resi-
dually ®nite and its largest periodic normal subgroup T is ®nite. In particular, G=T is
not ®nite-by-nilpotent, and replacing G by G=T we may also suppose that G does
not contain periodic non-trivial normal subgroups. Then the Fitting subgroup F of
G is torsion-free nilpotent and the factor group G=F is ®nitely generated and abe-
lian-by-®nite (see [8] Part 2, Theorem 10.33). Moreover, it follows from Lemma 4
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that G=F0 is not ®nite-by-nilpotent, so that F 0 � 1 and F is abelian. Assume that F
contains an element x 6� 1 having only ®nitely many conjugates in G. Then the nor-
mal closure hxiG is ®nitely generated and the factor group G=hxiG is ®nite-by-nilpo-
tent, so that there exists a non-negative integer n such that n�1�G�hxiG=hxiG is ®nite.
It follows that n�1�G� is polycyclic-by-®nite, and hence also G=Z2n�G� is a poly-
cyclic-by-®nite group (see [8] Part 1, p. 119). Then G=Z2n�G� is ®nite-by-nilpotent
(see [4], Corollary C), and so G is ®nite-by-nilpotent. This contradiction shows that
every non-trivial element of F has in®nitely many conjugates in G. Since G is soluble-
by-®nite, it follows that its FC-centre is ®nite, and so trivial. Let K be any non-trivial
G-invariant subgroup of F. Then the factor group G=K is ®nite-by-nilpotent and
H0�G=K;K� � 0, so that H2�G=K;K� has ®nite exponent (see [3], Theorem H), and
by Lemma 2 there exists a subgroup X of G such that X \ K � 1 and the index
jG : XKj is ®nite. Moreover, the subgroup X can be chosen in such a way that XK is
normal in G. As XF has ®nite index in G, the centre of XF must be trivial, and so XF
is not ®nite-by-nilpotent. Then also the group XF=X \ F is not ®nite-by-nilpotent.
On the other hand, XF does not contain nearly abnormal subgroups by Lemma 3, so
that XF=X \ F has minimax rank m, and hence X \ F � 1. In particular,
K � XK \ F has ®nite index in F. Since XF is a normal subgroup of G, we have that
F is the Fitting subgroup of XF. Moreover, XF is also a counterexample with
minimal minimax rank, and the above argument shows that every non-trivial
XF-invariant subgroup of F has ®nite index in F. Obviously the subgroup �F;X� is
non-trivial, so that F=�F;X� is ®nite and XG has ®nite index in G; that is impossible
as the index jG : Xj is in®nite. This last contradiction completes the proof of the
theorem.

In the statement of Theorem 5 the hypothesis that the group G is minimax
cannot be replaced by the assumption that G has ®nite PruÈ fer rank. In fact, for every
prime number p let hapi be a cyclic group of order pp, and let xp be the automorph-
ism of hapi de®ned by a

xp
p � a1�pp , so that the semidirect product Gp � hxpi ---� hapi is a

metacyclic p-group of class p. Then the direct product G � Dr
pGp is a metabelian

periodic locally nilpotent group with PruÈ fer rank 2 which is not nilpotent (and so
not even ®nite-by-nilpotent). On the other hand, it is easy to prove that G has no
nearly abnormal subgroups.

Note also that a soluble minimax residually ®nite group in which all nearly
maximal subgroups are normal need not be ®nite-by-nilpotent. To see this, consider
the additive group A of all rational numbers whose denominators are powers of 2,
and let x be the automorphism of A de®ned by ax � ÿa for all a 2 A. Then the
semidirect product G � hxi ---� A is a metabelian minimax residually ®nite group with
trivial centre, and G does not contain nearly maximal subgroups.

It has already been observed that there exist nilpotent groups of class 2 con-
taining nearly abnormal subgroups. On the other hand, in the last part of this article
we will show that for a wide class of locally nilpotent groups it is true that all nearly
maximal subgroups are normal. Recall here that, if H is a subgroup of a group G,
the isolator of H in G is the subset IG�H� consisting of all elements x of G such that
xn 2 H for some positive integer n. It is well-known that, if G is locally nilpotent, the
isolator of every subgroup of G is likewise a subgroup.

Lemma 6. Let G be a locally nilpotent group, and let M be a nearly maximal
subgroup of G such that M < NG�M�. Then M is normal in G.
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Proof. Since M is properly contained in its normalizer NG�M�, the subgroup
NG�M� has ®nite index in G and M is a nearly maximal subgroup of NG�M�. As G is
locally nilpotent, we have

NG�IG�M�� � IG�NG�M�� � G

(see [2, Lemma 4.9]), and hence the isolator IG�M� of M is normal in G. On the other
hand, the group NG�M�=M is in®nite cyclic (see [8] Part 1, Theorem 4.33), so that
IG�M� \NG�M� �M, and M has ®nite index in IG�M�. Therefore M � IG�M� is a
normal subgroup of G.

Theorem 7. Let G be a locally nilpotent group whose commutator subgroup G0 is
hypercentral. Then every nearly maximal subgroup of G is normal.

Proof. Assume that the theorem is false, and let M be a nearly maximal non-
normal subgroup of G. Since G0 is hypercentral and is not contained in M, there
exists a smallest ordinal � such that Z��G0� is not contained in M. Clearly � is not a
limit ordinal and Z�ÿ1�G0� lies in M. Then G=Z�ÿ1�G0� is also a counterexample, and
without loss of generality we may suppose that the centre Z�G0� of G0 is not con-
tained in M, so that M is a nearly maximal subgroup of MZ�G0�. The intersection
M \ G0 is a normal subgroup of MZ�G0�, and M=M \ G0 is not normal in
MZ�G0�=M \ G0 as NG�M� �M by Lemma 6. Replacing G by MZ�G0�=M \ G0, it
can now be assumed that G �MK, where K is an abelian normal subgroup of G and
M is abelian. Obviously we may also suppose that the core MG of M is trivial, so
that in particular M \ K � CM�K� � 1 and CG�K� � K. Let N be any non-trivial G-
invariant subgroup of K. Then M is properly contained in MN, so that the index
jG : MNj is ®nite and N � K \MN has ®nite index in K. It follows in particular that
either K is torsion-free or it is a p-group for some prime p. Let x and y be non-trivial
elements of M and K, respectively. Then hx; yi \ K is a non-trivial normal subgroup
of the nilpotent group hx; yi, and hence Z�hx; yi� \ K 6� 1. It follows that Z�hx;Ki� is
a non-trivial normal subgroup of G, and it is contained in K since CG�K� � K, so
that K=Z�hx;Ki� is ®nite. Suppose ®rst that K is torsion-free, so that also the locally
nilpotent group G is torsion-free. Then also hx;Ki=Z�hx;Ki� is torsion-free by a
well-known result of Mal'cev, and hence Z�hx;Ki� � K and �K; x� � 1. This contra-
diction shows that K is a p-group for some prime p. Let S be the subgroup consisting
of all elements of order p of K. Then M is nearly maximal in MS, so that MS is also
a counterexample, and replacing G by MS we may suppose that K has exponent p.
As K=Z�hx;Ki� is ®nite, there exists a positive integer n such that �K; xn� is contained
in Z�hx;Ki�. Then �K; xnp� � 1, so that xnp � 1 and the group hx;Ki=Z�hx;Ki� is also
®nite. It follows that the commutator subgroup hx;Ki0 of hx;Ki is a ®nite non-trivial
G-invariant subgroup of K (see [8] Part 1, Theorem 4.12). Then also K is ®nite, and
this last contradiction completes the proof of the theorem.

If G is any group, and M is a nearly maximal subgroup of G which is also nor-
mal, the factor group G=M is in®nite cyclic (see [8 Part 1, Theorem 4.33]). Therefore
Theorem 7 has the following consequence.

Corollary 8. Let G be a periodic locally nilpotent group whose commutator
subgroup G0 in hypercentral. The G does not contain any nearly maximal subgroups.
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Let G be a group, and let M be a nearly maximal subgroup of G. It is clear that
all ®nite normal subgroups of G are contained in M, so that Theorem 7 also applies
to ®nite-by-(locally nilpotent) groups with ®nite-by-hypercentral commutator sub-
group, and hence it should be seen in relation with the corresponding remark of
Lennox and Robinson [4] concerning ®nite-by-nilpotent groups.
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